Nuclear envelope alterations in fibroblasts from LGMD1B patients carrying nonsense Y259X heterozygous or homozygous mutation in lamin A/C gene.
Mutations in the LMNA gene encoding nuclear lamins A and C are responsible for seven inherited disorders affecting specific tissues. We have analyzed skin fibroblasts from a patient with type 1B limb-girdle muscular dystrophy and from her deceased newborn grandchild carrying, respectively, a heterozygous (+/mut) and a homozygous (mut/mut) nonsense Y259X mutation. In fibroblasts(+/mut), the presence of only 50% lamins A and C promotes no detectable abnormality, whereas in fibroblasts(mut/mut) the complete absence of lamins A and C leads to abnormally shaped nuclei with lobules in which none of the analyzed nuclear proteins were detected, i.e., B-type lamins, emerin, nesprin-1alpha, LAP2beta, and Nup153. These lobules perturb cell division as fibroblast(mut/mut) cultures with large proportions of cells with dysmorphic nuclei grow more slowly than controls and the cell proliferation normalizes when the number of these abnormally shaped nuclei declines. In all fibroblasts(mut/mut), nesprin-1alpha-like emerin exhibited aberrant localization in the endoplasmic reticulum. Transfection of wild-type lamin A or C cDNAs restored the correct localization of both emerin and nesprin-1alpha. These data demonstrate that lamin C, like lamin A, interacts in vivo directly with nesprin-1alpha and with emerin and that lamin A or C is sufficient for the correct anchorage of emerin and nesprin-1alpha at the nuclear envelope in human cells.